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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHY
➤

Because of this quote:
Year 2003

For 35 years people said to me: `John, we just don’t
understand the Sun well enough to be making claims about
the fundamental nature of neutrinos, so we shouldn’t
waste time with all these solar neutrino experiments.’
Then the SNO results came out.
And the next day people said to me: `Well, John, we
obviously understand the Sun perfectly well! No need for
any more of these solar neutrino experiments.’
- John Bahcall
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHY
➤

J. Bahcall, 2003.

➤

Most abundant source of natural (>1 eV) neutrinos

SK Collaboration

Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 67 (2012) 651-704
arXiv:1111.0507 [astro-ph.HE]
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHY
➤

J. Bahcall, 2003.

➤

Most abundant source of natural (>1 eV) neutrinos

➤

Long baselines (L/E≈107-109 km/MeV), flavor conversions, diﬀerent
matter regimes unattainable on Earth (θ12, MSW solutions, NSI…)

➤

Only possible real-time
“stellar radiography”
(stability, luminosity, energy
production…)

➤
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion

4 p → He + 2e + 2ν e (26.7MeV )
+

4

+

& CNO

(~1% in the Sun,
but more on this later)
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion
In the Sun, pp chain is dominant:
- pp and pep reactions:
0.42 MeV (max)
monoenergetic 1.44 MeV

4 p → He + 2e + 2ν e (26.7MeV )
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion
In the Sun, pp chain is dominant:
- pp and pep reactions:
0.42 MeV (max)
monoenergetic 1.44 MeV
- ppI branch: main termination (4He+2p+)
+
hep reaction
4p
7
Be-producing reactions

→ He + 2e + 2ν e (26.7MeV )
4
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion
In the Sun, pp chain is dominant:
- pp and pep reactions:
0.42 MeV (max)
monoenergetic 1.44 MeV
- ppI branch: main termination (4He+2p+)
+
hep reaction
4p →
7
Be-producing reactions
- ppII branch: 7Be destruction (into 7Li):
2 mono-energetic neutrinos
(0.862 MeV or 0.384 MeV if 7Li* (10% b.r.))
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion
In the Sun, pp chain is dominant:
- pp and pep reactions:
0.42 MeV (max)
monoenergetic 1.44 MeV
- ppI branch: main termination (4He+2p+)
+
hep reaction
4p →
7
Be-producing reactions
- ppII branch: 7Be destruction (into 7Li):
2 mono-energetic neutrinos
(0.862 MeV or 0.384 MeV if 7Li* (10% b.r.))
- ppIII branch: rare (1/5000) but leads to the
highest-energy solar neutrinos: 8B neutrinos
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion
In the Sun, pp chain is dominant:

➤

SNP: Matter eﬀects are the cause
(MSW / preferential coherent forward scattering)

All neutrinos “born equal” (νe)
BUT
interactions with matter can change them

H eff =

∑V

δ + VNC

CC α e

α = eµτ
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion
In the Sun, pp chain is dominant:

➤

SNP: Matter eﬀects are the cause
(MSW / preferential coherent forward scattering)

All neutrinos “born equal” (νe)
BUT
interactions with matter can change them
➤

Interaction parameters narrowed down
to LargeMixingAngle solution
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE KNOW
➤

Stars are powered by nuclear fusion
In the Sun, pp chain is dominant:

➤

SNP: Matter eﬀects are the cause
(MSW / preferential coherent forward scattering)

All neutrinos “born equal” (νe)
BUT
interactions with matter can change them
➤

Interaction parameters narrowed down
to LargeMixingAngle solution

➤

Day-night asymmetry and seasonal
modulation eﬀects as expected (within
observational sensitivity), no baseline modulation
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE DON’T KNOW
➤

Solar metallicity problem (more later) +
+ comparison of photospheric/acoustic
mode studies to test StandardSolarModels
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE DON’T KNOW
➤

Solar metallicity problem (more later) +
+ comparison of photospheric/acoustic
mode studies to test StandardSolarModels

➤

Detailed fusion rates and time stability:
neutrino luminosity

Maltoni Smirnov 2016
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE DON’T KNOW
➤

Solar metallicity problem (more later) +
+ comparison of photospheric/acoustic
mode studies to test StandardSolarModels

➤

Detailed fusion rates and time stability:
neutrino luminosity

➤

Natural probe for anomalies
in MSW-LMA solution (NSI):
Upturn @2-10 MeV through global fits of
2
oscillation parameters (∆m12 -θ12: Pee)
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN THE XXI CENTURY: WHAT WE DON’T KNOW
➤

Solar metallicity problem (more later) +
+ comparison of photospheric/acoustic
mode studies to test StandardSolarModels

➤

Detailed fusion rates and time stability:
neutrino luminosity

➤

Natural probe for anomalies
in MSW-LMA solution (NSI):
Upturn @2-10 MeV through global fits of
2
oscillation parameters (∆m12 -θ12: Pee)
√ RSFP
√ sterile or mass-varying νs
√ magnetic moments (more later too)
√ anomalous day-night asymm.
√ non-geom. annual modulation
Solar ν

Borexino

Friedland, Lunardini, Peña-Garay,
PLB 594, (2004)
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THE BOREXINO
DETECTOR
Located in LNGS
3600 mwe <->1.2 µ/m2/h

PC

PPO (1.5g/L)

DMP (2g/L)

1100 tons of PC (+PPO in IV & DMP in buffer)
300 tons IV (spherical), ~100 tons FV
Neutrino-electron elastic scattering
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SSS
(13.7m)

2212 8’’ PMTs
(1800 w concentrators)
(400 w/o)

~488 pe/MeV
~19% eﬀ.

WT
(18m)
208 OD PMTs
(400 w/o concentrators)
Muon
discrimination
eﬃciency with
pulse-shape:
>99.92%
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OV
(12.6m)
~13 cm position
reconstruction
~44 keV (1σ) energy
reconstruction

FV
(software-defined)

IV (125µm nylon)
(8.5m)
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RADIO-PUREST SCINTILLATOR AND BACKGROUNDS
Radioisotope

Concentration/flux

Name

Source

Typical

Required

Achieved

µ

Cosmic

200 Hz/m2

~10-10 Hz/m2

<10-10 Hz/m2

External γ

Rock, structures

-

-

negligible (GW)

7Be

Organometallic
cosmogenic

103 cpd/100t

<1 cpd/100t

~0.4 cpd/100t

14C

Intrinsic

~10-12 g/g

~10-18 g/g

~10-18 g/g

238U/232Th

Dust

~10-5 - 10-6g/g

<10-16 g/g

~<10-19g/g

40K

Dust, PPO

~2·10-6 Bq/ton

<10-14 scint
<10-11 PPO

<1cpd/100t (estim.)

210Bi

Surface
contamination

Initial stable:
~40 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t

~20 cpd/100t

210Po

Surface
contamination

Initial stable:
~103 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t

⪅50 cpd/100t

222Rn

Air, emanation

~10-100 Bq/L
(air-water)

<1/day/100t

<10-19 g/g (0.1 /d/1000t)

39Ar

Air (nitrogen)

~17 mBq/m3

<1/day/100t

<<85Kr

85Kr

Air (nitrogen)

~1 Bq/m3

<1/day/100t

(cos.)

was ~8 cpd/100t

very low lately

cpd = counts per day
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RADIO-PUREST SCINTILLATOR AND BACKGROUNDS
Radioisotope

➤

Concentration/flux

Name

Source

Typical

Required

Achieved

µ

Cosmic

200 Hz/m2

~10-10 Hz/m2

<10-10 Hz/m2

External γ

Rock, structures

-

-

negligible (GW)

7Be

Organometallic
cosmogenic

103 cpd/100t

<1 cpd/100t

~0.4 cpd/100t

14C

Intrinsic

~10-12 g/g

~10-18 g/g

~10-18 g/g

238U/232Th

Dust

~10-5 - 10-6g/g

<10-16 g/g

~<10-19g/g

40K

Dust, PPO

~2·10-6 Bq/ton

<10-14 scint
<10-11 PPO

<1cpd/100t (estim.)

210Bi

Surface
contamination

Initial stable:
~40 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t

~20 cpd/100t

210Po

Surface
contamination

Initial stable:
~103 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t

⪅50 cpd/100t

222Rn

Air, emanation

~10-100 Bq/L
(air-water)

<1/day/100t

<10-19 g/g (0.1 /d/1000t)

39Ar

Air (nitrogen)

~17 mBq/m3

<1/day/100t

<<85Kr

85Kr

Air (nitrogen)

~1 Bq/m3

<1/day/100t

(cos.)

Radiocarbon minimized by
ancient oil distilled in Sardinia

was ~8 cpd/100t

very low lately

cpd = counts per day
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RADIO-PUREST SCINTILLATOR AND BACKGROUNDS
Radioisotope

Concentration/flux

Name

Source

Typical

Required

Achieved

µ

Cosmic

200 Hz/m2

~10-10 Hz/m2

<10-10 Hz/m2

External γ

Rock, structures

-

-

negligible (GW)

7Be

Organometallic
cosmogenic

103 cpd/100t

<1 cpd/100t

~0.4 cpd/100t

14C

Intrinsic

~10-12 g/g

~10-18 g/g

~10-18 g/g

238U/232Th

Dust

~10-5 - 10-6g/g

<10-16 g/g

~<10-19g/g

40K

Dust, PPO

~2·10-6 Bq/ton

<10-14 scint
<10-11 PPO

<1cpd/100t (estim.)

210Bi

Surface
contamination

Initial stable:
~40 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t

~20 cpd/100t

210Po

Surface
contamination

Initial stable:
~103 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t

⪅50 cpd/100t

222Rn

Air, emanation

~10-100 Bq/L
(air-water)

<1/day/100t

<10-19 g/g (0.1 /d/1000t)

39Ar

Air (nitrogen)

~17 mBq/m3

<1/day/100t

<<85Kr

85Kr

Air (nitrogen)

~1 Bq/m3

<1/day/100t

(cos.)

➤

Radiocarbon minimized by
ancient oil distilled in Sardinia

➤

Purifications performed in
2010/11: record lows, esp. 85Kr
except for 210Po-210Bi

more on this
discrepancy later

was ~8 cpd/100t

very low lately

cpd = counts per day
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RADIO-PUREST SCINTILLATOR AND BACKGROUNDS
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Name
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Typical
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Borexino

Radiocarbon minimized by
ancient oil distilled in Sardinia

➤

Purifications performed in
2010/11: record lows, esp. 85Kr
except for 210Po-210Bi

➤

Out-of-equilibrium polonium
decaying away since then

— Top half
— Bottom half

was ~8 cpd/100t

very low lately

cpd = counts per day
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RADIO-PUREST SCINTILLATOR AND BACKGROUNDS
Radioisotope

Concentration/flux

Name

Source

Typical
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Achieved
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7Be
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cosmogenic

103 cpd/100t
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14C
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Dust
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~<10-19g/g

(cos.)

scint
PPO

<1cpd/100t (estim.)

Initial stable:
~40 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t

~20 cpd/100t
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contamination

Initial stable:
~103 cpd/100t

~1 cpd/100t
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222Rn
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(air-water)

<1/day/100t

<10-19 g/g (0.1 /d/1000t)
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40K

Dust, PPO

~2·10-6 Bq/ton

210Bi

Surface
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210Po

<10-14
<10-11

➤

Radiocarbon minimized by
ancient oil distilled in Sardinia

➤

Purifications performed in
2010/11: record lows, esp. 85Kr
except for 210Po-210Bi

➤

Out-of-equilibrium polonium
decaying away since then

➤

Calibration did not introduce
long-lived isotopes

was ~8 cpd/100t

very low lately

cpd = counts per day
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE FIRST 10 YEARS OF DAQ
➤

Borexino’s 10th birthday celebrated in LNGS :
in September (Recent Dev. in Neutrino Physics & Astrophysics, 4-7th Sept)

2007 08

09 2010

Phase I

11

12

Purification

Calibration

13

14 2015 16

17

18

19 2020

Phase II

Phase II

Phase II

(uninsulated)

(transition T)

(stable)

DAQ
history

?

C

New trigger

7

➤

First direct, real-time detection of pp, pep and Be neutrinos.

➤

Best available limit for CNO neutrinos.

➤

8

Lowest-threshold measurement (3 MeV) of B neutrinos.
-

➤

Limits on µν, axion search, solar antineutrino fluxes, e decay, NSI (seasonal
and diurnal modulation, MSW-LMA), GRB/GW neutrino counterparts…

➤

Pristine antineutrino channel
Geoneutrino spectroscopy: see D. Basilico’s talk
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS IN BOREXINO
➤
➤

➤

Elastic scattering oﬀ electrons

Ek (θ ) =

2 me Eν cos 2 θ

( me + Eν )

2

➤

~30 Hz (≈105 /h) rate
(trigger threshold ~50 keV)

➤

Solar neutrinos ≈ 200 /day

➤

Event by event, some
backgrounds are not
distinguishable from signal
Solar ν

Borexino

2

− E cos θ

Pseudocumene molecule (aromatic ring)
translates interaction into fluorescence
PID thanks to light quenching for
large dE/dx (longer scintillation profile)

2
ν

νe

NC

Eν

νe

eZ0

νe

Spectroscopy
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PHASE-II DATASET
➤

Improved backgrounds and statistics

➤

New high-precision MC (g4bx2)
(Astrop. Phys. 97 (2018) 136 -159)

— Phase I

➤

Mature detector response understanding

— Phase II

➤

11th December 2011 - 21st May 2016
(1291.51 days x 71.3 tons ≈ 252 t·yr)

➤

Optimized, stable FV cut
(R<3.02m, |z|<1.67m)

➤

Radial fits for external backgrounds

fit region
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MULTIVARIATE SIMULTANEOUS SPECTRAL FIT
LMV=Ltag(TFC)·Lsubt.(TFC)·LPID(PS)·Lradial
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THREE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES, TWO APPROACHES, ONE RESULT
AN

D 5σ

➤

Three-Fold Coincidence & Neural Network PulseShapeDiscrimination:
√ Spacetime veto associating neutrons with a muon track (cylindrical cut around
µ, spherical cut around delayed 2.2 MeV n-capture γ) to tag out C-11 (92% eﬀ. with 62%
exposure)
-

+

√ e /e discrimination
through NN PSD by orthopositronium formation
11
(remainder of
➤

C)

Multi-Layer Perceptron Particle-ID:
Trained NN on α-ß PSD (Po-210 removal)
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!

THREE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES, TWO APPROACHES, ONE RESULT
AN

D 5σ

➤

TFC & NN PSD:
√ Spacetime veto associating neutrons with a muon track (cylindrical cut
around µ, spherical cut around delayed 2.2 MeV n-capture γ) to tag out C-11 (92% eﬀ.
with 62% exposure)
-

+

√ e /e discrimination through NN PSD by orthopositronium
formation (remainder of C-11)
➤

MLP PID:
Trained NN on α-ß PSD (Po-210 removal)

➤

Fit range: [0.19-2.93] MeV

➤

Analytical vs MonteCarlo are complementary:
√ Analytical response function fitting:
Adapts to some possible unknown detector
response systematics, can convolve shapes…
but sensitive to correlations and
parameter “railings”
√ MC tuned through calibration data
(otoh, systematics diﬃcult to model,
high statistics needed)
√ Diﬀerences constrain systematic errors
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!

THREE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES, TWO APPROACHES, ONE RESULT
AN

D 5σ

➤

TFC & NN PSD:
√ Spacetime veto associating neutrons with a muon track (cylindrical
cut around µ, spherical cut around delayed 2.2 MeV n-capture γ) to tag out C-11
(92% eﬀ. with 62% exposure)
-

+

√ e /e discrimination through NN PSD by orthopositronium
formation (remainder of C-11)
➤

MLP PID:
Trained NN on α-ß PSD (Po-210 removal)

➤

Fit range: [0.19-2.93] MeV

➤

Analytical vs MonteCarlo complementarity.

➤

5σ in pep achieved:
11
shoulder visible with stringent C cuts!
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!

THREE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES, TWO APPROACHES, ONE RESULT
AN

D 5σ

➤

TFC & NN PSD:
√ Spacetime veto associating neutrons with a muon track (cylindrical
cut around µ, spherical cut around delayed 2.2 MeV n-capture γ) to tag out C-11
(92% eﬀ. with 62% exposure)
-

+

√ e /e discrimination through NN PSD by orthopositronium
formation (remainder of C-11)
➤

MLP PID:
Trained NN on α-ß PSD (Po-210 removal)

➤

Fit range: [0.19-2.93] MeV

➤

Analytical vs MonteCarlo complementarity.

➤

5σ in pep achieved:

shoulder visible with stringent
➤

11

C cuts!

Best limits in CNO: <7.9 cpd/100t (old, pep fixed to SSM)

< 8.1 cpd/100t
(new, pp/pep ratio constrained)
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!

arX
iv: 0
8
08.
8
286
LOWEST-ENERGY THRESHOLD B UPDATED RESULT
8
➤

High- and low-energy independent samples selected
for proper background treatment in each region

➤

1.5 kt·y exposure (Jan 2008-May 2016)

➤

Radial distribution fitting improvements:
√ 11.5x previous exposure
208
√ z-cut FV, lower Tl
√ Lower systematics <=> new backgrounds
0
11
accounted for (n capture on C & Fe, Be)
√ Independence from Pee assumptions by not
using an energy spectrum

Radial distributions

HE : [2950, 8500] p.e.

LE : [1650, 2950 ] p.e.
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RESULTS, COMPARISONS & IMPLICATIONS
ν species

BX rate (cpd/100t)

Unoscillated flux

pp
7Be
pep (HZ)
pep (LZ)
8B
CNO
hep

134±10+6-10
48.3±1.1+0.4-0.7
2.43±0.36+0.15-0.22
2.65±0.36+0.15-0.24
(22.3+1.5-1.6±0.6)·10-2
<8.1 (95% c.l.)
<2.2 (11-20 MeV)

610±50+30-50
49.9±1.1+0.6-0.8
1.27±0.19+0.08-0.12
1.39±0.19+0.08-0.13
(5.68+0.39-0.41±0.03)·10-2
<7.9 (95% c.l.)
<0.0022 (90% c.l.)

(·108 cm-2 s-1)

6.0 × 109

0.8

pp
7

P(νe → νe)

0.6

5.5 × 109

Be

ϕ Be [cm-2 s -1 ]

0.7

pep
8

0.5

B

0.4
0.3

BX-only

0.2

Solar ν

Energy [MeV]

Borexino

(5σ)

2.4 (<8%!)
pp/pep constraint
vs pep fixed to SSM

new
(preliminary)

BX

5.0 × 109

4.5 × 109

Allowed regions:
68.27% C.L.
95.45% C.L.
99.73% C.L.
3 × 106

10

1.3 (<10%!)
1.8 (<3%!)
1.6

SSM (68.27% C.L.)
HZ
LZ

4.0 × 109
1

Uncertainty
improvement

4 × 106

5 × 106

6 × 106

7 × 106

ϕ B [cm-2 s-1 ]
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THE STELLAR METALLICITY PROBLEM
➤

14

Throwback to slide 2:

C + 4 p + → 12C + 4 He + 2e+ + 2ν e (26.7MeV )

They are the 1%
(in the Sun; for >1.3M☉ they dominate)
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- CN chain: 2 νs
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THE STELLAR METALLICITY PROBLEM
➤

14

Throwback to slide 2:

C + 4 p + → 12C + 4 He + 2e+ + 2ν e (26.7MeV )

They are the 1%
(in the Sun; for >1.3M☉ they dominate)
- CN chain: 2 νs
(1.19 MeV (13N) &
1.73 MeV (15O) endpoints)
- NO chain
decay of 16O* starts it
one ν from 17F decay (1.74 MeV endpoint)
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THE STELLAR METALLICITY PROBLEM
➤

14

Throwback to slide 2:

C + 4 p + → 12C + 4 He + 2e+ + 2ν e (26.7MeV )

They are the 1%
(in the Sun; for >1.3M☉ they dominate)
➤

Metal-to-hydrogen (Z/X) ratio
predicted by diﬀerent SSMs with
many constraints and inputs (helioseismology,
photospheric spectroscopy, chondrites…)

➤

Solar Composition Problem:
low AGSS09 (and derivatives) and old high GS98 metallicity
models at odds - neutrinos the only direct probe to
diﬀerentiate: 10% 7Be, 20% 8B; 30% CNO
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CNO-CHAIN NEUTRINOS: CHALLENGES
➤

Current best limit (95% c.l.) shown
a few slides back:
8
-2 -1
8
-2 -1
<7.9·10 cm s (or 8.1·10 cm s with
weak pep constraint).
Expected 3(LM)-5(HM) cpd/100tonnes
in Borexino.

➤

High degree of correlation with pep and
210
7
11
Bi in “background-free” Be- C valley.
210

➤

Need ~10% precision in

➤

Indistinguishable (event-by-event) from neutrino
signal, although taggable through equilibrium with
210
daughter Po…
BUT polonium has been out of equilibrium in FV
Solar ν
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CNO-CHAIN NEUTRINOS: CHALLENGES

(210Po)
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CNO-CHAIN NEUTRINOS: CHALLENGESIV

FV
210Po+210Bi

(equilibrium)

210Po
(α, 138 days)
210Bi
Unsupported term
(ß-, 5 days)
210Pb
(invisible)
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BACKGROUND STABILIZATION = TEMPERATURE CONTROL
➤

Shifts in 210Po seen to correlate with
temperature upsets (yearly modulation,
but also local unpredictable changes)

➤

Precise background rate determination for
210
Bi-Po hindered by temporal fluctuations
coupled with low statistics — not possible
to select “optimal” FV

➤

Correlation between temperature and
210
Po levels?: Computational Fluid
Dynamics simulations

➤

Actions needed to stabilize and create
stratified fluid condition in IV: BTMMS
(also potential for new purifications?)
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BOREXINO TEMP. MONITORING & MANAGEMENT SYS. (BTMMS)
➤

Composed of three subsystems:
√ Latitudinal Temperature Probes System (LTPS),
with >60 sensors (<0.05ºC precision)
√ Thermal Insulation System (TIS), 20cm-thick
√ Active Gradient Stabilization System (AGSS)

➤

Fully insulated since late 2015, active control since early
2016, stabilized temperature profile since 2017
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CFD SIMULATIONS
➤

Challenging regime:
-6
low velocities (|v|≤10 m/s) and long timescales
(months) in a quasi-stable system (approx. vertically
stratified): numerical noise reduction is critical

➤

Ground-truth anchor available: since 2015,
latitudinal temperature evolution

➤

Horizontal currents driven by small (~0.01ºC)
asymmetries in the North/South sides

➤

Enhanced or slowed down by bottom
cooling/top warming; limited in extent by topbottom temperature gradient magnitude

➤

Strong (~mm/s) surface current could act as
210
Bi reservoir (?), to eventually detach and
210
permit Po migration
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D. Bravo-Berguno, R. Mereu et.al.
NIM-A 885, 38-53 (2018)
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NEUTRINO MAGNETIC MOMENT: MODELS
➤

Magnetic moment could be measured through νx—e- scattering,
the main channel in Borexino.

➤

➤

All other channels are either less precise, or assume
_
cosmological constraints (except GEMMA’s νe 2012 result)
ν

W+

:

l-

Dipole µν (diagonal) only possible for Dirac neutrinos

γ

µiiD

3.2·10 −19

➤

Transition µν could exist in both Dirac (albeit suppressed) & Majorana.

➤

Resonant Spin-Flavor Precession (RSFP):
could be a subdominant process for matter-enhanced neutrino

?

oscillations (on top of MSW)
➤

?

Supernova cooling mechanism (trapped LH ν vs free RH ν)
_
Can use limits on ν solar flux (if Majorana) or BBN (if Dirac) to constrain.
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mi
µB
eV

NEUTRINO MAGNETIC MOMENT: SIGNAL
➤

Experiments measure eﬀective µνeﬀ (accounts for mixing); larger for Dirac νs (CPTvanishing diagonal elements for Majorana).
2
Possible to look at EM cross-section contribution (∝ µν ).

➤

Most visible at low energies: exploits favorably Borexino’s low (~150
keV) threshold

➤

Contribution in pp ν rate (but
diﬃcult to detect on its shape);
7
spectral distortion for Be.
Addition of radiochemical (not
sensitive to the magnetic moment)
constraint applied to sum of rates.

➤

Applied wideband fitting analysis
with 15 free parameters (2 resolution,
1 LY/energy scale, rest are signals & backgrounds)
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NEUTRINO MAGNETIC MOMENT: RESULT
➤

1291.5 days of Phase II (post-purification) fitted Borexino data
(pep and CNO fixed to SSM values) through likelihood profiling of spectral
fits between 0.186 and 2.97 MeV.

➤

Systematics account for model dependence, energy estimator
and pile-up modeling. Weighted a posteriori to account for
proportionality of each profile’s maximum likelihood.

µνeﬀ<2.8·10-11 µB ; 90% c.l.
µνeﬀ<4.0·10-11 µB ; 90% c.l.
➤

}

with
without

radiochemical
(gallium)
constraint

Best model-independent result with Ga constraint.
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TAKE-HOME ESSENTIALS
➤

Exciting fundamental neutrino & stellar physics information in solar
neutrinos (NSI, parameters, metallicity, luminosity…)

➤

Borexino can access all solar neutrinos with its sub-MeV real-time
spectroscopy capability at ~(0.1

➤

➤

➤

- 8) MeV

First direct detections, now first simultaneous pp-chain spectroscopy
√ Solar luminosity
8
√ Lowest-threshold B (consequently Pee upturn)
√ Hint at metallicity
Huge eﬀort toward CNO - challenging but promising
√ New hardware (BTMMS, calibrations (?), purifications (?) )
√ New techniques (MLP, TFC, fitter…) -> best limit for now!
Best independent µν limit
_
Check out next talk on ν (geo ν) results too!
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